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ILTIS-PCS 

Sof tware Op t ions  

 

Interfaces to External Software   
 

The name ILTIS-PCS stands for an universal control system offering 
data transparency and being open for each kind of data ex-
change. 

In order to meet the demands of different data interfaces ILTIS-
PCS offers different solutions. 

 

Interface to PLC PPPProgrammable llllogic ccccontrollers (PLC) demand a reliable and effi-
cient communication to read and write data. 

In addition to standardized drivers like RROFIBUS FMS, ILTIS-PCS of-
fers device-specific drivers to all common groups of memory-
programmable controls. 

Solution � standardized driver 
� device-specific drivers to all common groups of memory-

programmable controls 

 

Interface to External Software 
Packages 

User-specific data acquisition or data processing sometimes require 
the use of external software. 

In addition to simple reading and writing these applications demand 
on-line accesses to single signals as well as event-controlled accesses. 
The access is required network overlapping. 

As a solution ILTIS-PCS offers the standardized OPC interface. 

Solution � OPC server 
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Interface to Production Data The actual requirements on automation projects demand not only ac-
quisition of production data but also customization, idealization and 
punctual re-entering data to the process again. In addition to batch 
processing a network overlapping access is obvious. 

The ILTIS-PCS transaction server meets all these requirements. 

Solution � transaction server 

 

Interface to Programs In order to upgrade basic functions, for customer-specific data inputs 
or for the control or triggering of customer-specific devices an univer-
sal access to all existing data and structures is needed as well as a 
free access to the complete data base of ILTIS-PCS. 

For these demands ILTIS-PCS offers different solutions: 

Solution � C libraries 
� automation server 
� ODBC server / OLE DB 

 

Engineering Interface to Excel Importing resource listings and the comparison of signal values by the 
help of tables allow cost-saving during the engineering process. Dur-
ing process operation data evaluation in tables help to record and to 
optimize the process. 

For that a free configurable interface with flexible queries to process 
data and historical data is needed. 

As solution ILTIS-PC offers a standardized ODBC interface supporting 
SQL queries. 

Solution � ODBC server 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ILTIS-PCS Data Interfaces � true data transparency 

� for any demand the suitable solution: 

� standardized drivers 
� specific drivers for memory-programmable controls 
� OPC server 
� transaction server 
� ODBC server / OLE DB 
� automation server 
� C library 

 
 
 
 The IST team will be happy to find the best possible solution for Your application 
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